00 – Introduction – On The Road To Financial Freedom

S1: Welcome to Wealth Creation Blueprint! If you are watching this video, you
are on the road to create a life of financial freedom!

S2: Wealth Creation Blueprint is created for investors who have little
knowledge and are already investing their money
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S3: It aims to elevate your knowledge on how you can utilize the different
types of available investment vehicles in the market to create passive income
that would ultimately assist you in achieving financial empowerment and
freedom.

S4: Regardless of your background, whether you’re working for someone,
working for yourself or a seasoned investor, there is something for you in the
coming videos. For seasoned investors, we will be addressing some of the
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common challenges that you have been facing.

S5: Before we proceed, we need to first have the right mindset. Having the
right mindset before investing will increases your chances to achieve the
results you desire.

S6: Mindset #1: Opportunities Are Abundant
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S7: We are to operate from an abundance mindset versus a scarcity mindset.
An abundant mindset is the belief that opportunities are everywhere therefore
we do not get obsessed over on opportunity or when we miss it.
In this mindset, you operate out of courage and certainty of yourself and not
fear. Fear is a scarcity mindset and it the mental chatter goes something like
this,
“If I don’t invest in this opportunity, there will never be another opportunity as
good as this. Let me invest all that I have”
That sort of mindset closes up your mind to other opportunities that may just
be sitting in plain sight. It also makes you invest irrationally.
An abundance mindset fortifies the mind regardless of the economic situation.
Even in the “toughest” of economic times, you will stand resilient and spot
opportunities.
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S8: Mindset #2: Never Stop Learning

S9: If you are not growing, you are dying so never stop learning. The 3 most
dangerous words for any investor who is starting out and those who are
already investing is “I Know That”. It’s dangerous because those words shut the
mind off from any other future learning that may influence your investment
outcome. Stay present and have an open mind when dealing with investments
especially new ones and keep improving yourself.
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S10: Mindset #3: Be Adaptable To Change

S11: To have an empowered investor mindset is to be adaptable to change.
Investment is all about dealing with the game of constant change in the market
and in the investment landscape. What usually works today might not even be
applicable or relevant tomorrow.
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S12: Mindset #4: Diversify For Long Term Success

S13: There is strength in numbers and in the investment game it’s unwise to
put all your eggs into one basket no matter how lucrative it looks like. Always
diversify and grow your investment portfolio across different industries and
investment vehicles. This is to create a barrier or a safety net in case one
portfolio does not work out and hedges against volatile markets.
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S14: Mindset #5: High Intention, Low Attachment

S15: Have a high intention to succeed and invest soundly and don’t get too
attached to its success and failure. Reason being that in my experience, I have
seen seasoned investors make the rookie mistake of focusing too much on
their failed investments so much so that they felt fear in making their next
investment move. This has caused them to pass over investment opportunities
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that have profited without them on board. So don’t get too caught up with
your success and failure. Stay present.

S16: In the coming videos, we will cover the top 3 investment vehicles namely
Property, Investing in businesses, Gold & Silver. We will also be providing you
with the minimum cost of investment needed for each investment vehicles.

S17: By the end of this course, you will be able to identify which type of
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investment would work best for you, given your budget and background. You
will know how to play the investment game smartly and maximize your return
while minimizing your risks. Let’s get started!
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